
Category: 4 – Best Building Project – Subcontractor (Under $2 Million) 

Contractor: Accent Electrical Services 

Project Name: CAPSTC (City of Aurora Public Safety Training Center) 

 

Thirty five years ago the Aurora Police and Fire Departments trained together as a team until 

their facility was converted to a recreation center. Since then they have trained separately in 

several different facilities - from the old World War II barracks at the former Fitzsimmons 

Military Base to a training facility in Northern Denver, which could delay response times for 

emergency calls do to its proximity to Aurora. For years there were talks about a joint training 

facility, but those talks never lead anywhere.  

 

After the Aurora theatre shooting in 2012 it became a top priority that the departments needed a 

joint training facility. Aurora Fire Chief Mike Garcia said: "After July 20th, 2012 the whole 

nation realized that police and fire departments needed to work and train together." After several 

years of planning and budgeting the project received funding. The design was examined, the 

project was awarded, the teams were assembled, and Accent Electrical Services was onsite 

getting temporary power established and underground started in early 2015.  

 

The project was awarded as a design/assist, and Accent Electrical Services began work putting 

together budgets and cost savings that met the needs of the facility as well as the estimate 

assigned to the electrical portion of the project. Accent maintained the quality of the product 

while always watching the budget in order to allow the owner to have the best facility at the best 

price. The schedule was compressed but never affected the budget and the entire project was 

turned over on time and within the budget. In order to meet the demands of a compressed 

schedule, Accent utilized our offsite prefab shop. This allowed us to assemble components in 

advance for quicker installation once areas were ready. 

 

Located south of Quincy Road, in southeast Aurora, this training facility sits on a 23 acre campus 

and includes a 40,000 square foot Administration Building, 3,500 square foot Class-A Burn 

Building, 5-story Drill Tower, Skills Pad, and Pump House with power and data distribution 

throughout the site, as well as site lighting and spare conduits for future expansion. 



 

The Administration Building is a combination of offices and training rooms for both fire and 

police departments. There is a situation room that is unique to the facility and is for actual real 

time emergencies complete with an actual working emergency vehicle light bar removed from a 

police car.  Normal 120 volt AC power was transformed to 12 volts DC and the bar was 

suspended from the structure upside down.  

 

The facility boasts a beautiful custom built, multi-level chandelier light fixture in the main entry. 

This chandelier was a particular challenge for the crew because of its size and needing to be 

mounted in an open ceiling.  

 

The first floor of the facility also has an Apps Bay that has several training features including a 

wall for climbing and repelling. This area also has storage for both fire and police to train with 

various pieces of equipment, storage for other training equipment including ropes, hoses, and 

police tactical equipment. There are also storage lockers to provide storage for additional 

firefighting personal protective equipment. In addition to this bay there is a Multi-Use Bay for 

police and firefighter graduations. This area can be used as a gathering area for large scale 

conferences and has a state of the art sound system with audio visual, and projectors with screens 

to project training exercises or go “real time” in the event of an even larger event. 

 

On the second level of the Administration Building there are multiple classrooms for recruits 

including one large classroom that has a dividing wall to break it into two separate classrooms. 

This classroom was wired to operate as two separate units or as one complete unit when opened 

up. Each desk has its own electrical outlets for trainees and staff to utilize for laptops, phone 

chargers etc. There is also a break area and small kitchen for staff and trainees. 

 

The site also has a Burn Building, a three story structure, and the Drill Tower, a five story 

structure that are used to train fire fighters in actual fire-fighting situations. There are apartments 

that have propane-fed bed frames and charred couches, elevator shafts and long hallways that 

produce rolling ceiling fires with the touch of a button. The entire space has notches in the 

ceilings and floors so that walls can be rearranged. Both buildings are equipped with a 



Temperature Monitoring System that monitors all of the burn rooms. The system is used to not 

only monitor the temperature in a room, but to also monitor the temperature of the entire 

structure. This system required additional coordination with Fireblast and Data specialty 

contractors to insure all systems integrated seamlessly. Given the nature of these structures and 

their intended use, all raceways had to be Galvanized Rigid Conduit, and the installation was 

within the poured concrete walls, floors and/or CMU walls. The lighting fixtures had to be set in 

block and had to be fire, vapor, explosion, and water resistant.  

 

In between the Administration Building and the Burn Building is the Pump House which is used 

to recycle the facilities training water, rain water and snow melt. It is equipped with two (2), 225 

horsepower pumps that feed the training area fire hydrants located throughout the site. The 

pumps are fed via a retaining pond and vault located below the pump house that collects and 

recycles the water used during training exercises when the Burn Building or Drill Tower used for 

a fire training session.  

 

Near the rear of the 23 acre site is the Skills Pad which is a large concrete working area that is 

intended to be used for police and fire vehicle active scenario training. Throughout the pad and 

driveways, a raceway infrastructure has been installed. The purpose of this is to simulate difficult 

maneuvering and braking at high speed while maintaining control of the vehicle whether it be 

fire or police as they could never prepare enough for what might lie ahead in a high speed 

pursuit, or simply heavy traffic and a large piece of firefighting apparatus. 

 

Power distribution was difficult and immense for a 23 acre site with extensive site lighting and 

controls that allow for “blackout” conditions for night training of both police and fire. The site 

lighting employed 50’ high light poles for mass distribution, this required a large crane, an 

electronic entry gate, landscape and flagpole lighting, and power for recharging of electrical 

vehicles. The site has been prepared for a future expansion planned for over the next five years. 

 

Safety is always our top priority and was quite an undertaking on a 23 acre site. Due to the 

duration, foot print of the site, and different aspects of this job, communication and coordination 

between all trades was critical in keeping and maintaining a safe site. Any new employee to the 



jobsite did a safety walk around the entire site with the Forman and was then partnered with 

someone who had been on the site for an extended period of time. With this “Buddy System” no 

one was left alone at any time.  

 

The crew saw every type of weather Colorado can produce from snow closures, to rain and hail 

having to take cover in the tornado shelter near the back of the site. Weather apps on smart 

phones were used to stay one step ahead of Mother Nature.  

 

There were excavations going on daily from trenches to the 40’ deep x 20’ wide Pump House 

excavation. The dirt moving contractors were onsite with large equipment throughout the entire 

project. Being aware of this equipment and staying clear of it was imperative to the safety of 

everyone. Much emphasis was put on workers as well as operators to insure that everyone went 

home safely each and every night. 

 

We are proud to report that with a compressed schedule, several different types of construction, 

multiple weather issues, and the hazards throughout, our well organized safety plan, and our 

teams’ commitment to keeping each other safe, we were able to complete the project without any 

injuries or lost time accidents. 

 

After opening a year later in February 2016, the Aurora Police and Fire Departments could not 

be happier. All of us here at Accent Electrical Services are proud to be involved with the 

building of this facility – one that directly impacts the safety and well-being of the entire 

community. "It's a very nice place to demonstrate who we are to the police recruits and to the 

public," Ed Lopez, an instructor with the Aurora Police Department’s training section said. "It's 

only going to make our training better. The times of making due with what you have are over ... 

We now have a place that we can be truly proud of." 

 

 

 

 

 

 











 


